
intelligent furniture – since 1896

Workstations that motivate people in all office environments  
– from mauser of course.

The cabinet system

xitan.s

Steel storage architecture.
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xitan.s
Idea and concept.

Ease of task.
The modern architecture has delegated tasks to furniture, resulting 
in higher demands being placed on it. It structures, contributes to 
acoustic and upgrades space, not only materially but also visually. 
 
xitan.s is the detailing of architecture, with the vertical as well as 
horizontal alignment clearly defined. Its structured design provides 
planning security and great creativity. xitan.s makes a dignified and 
compact first impression. A closer look reveals details, possibilities 
and precision. An office is defined by people, colours and a variety 
of objects. By staying formally true, we achieve more in our plan-
ning. We deliberately refrained from creating a temporary highlight, 
but rather chose to develop a piece of furniture that embodies 
sophistication and long-lasting emotion.
 
Being a top performer, steel made it possible to implement the 
necessary functions in an elegant and innovative way – the slim 
carcass with its concealed series punching, the frame that offers 
full electrification or even the concave lid geometry, which allows 
elements to be stacked positively on top of each other.
 
What is good for the office should be equally good for our homes…
xitan.s was primarily designed for office environments, but with 
the aim to find its place in any space.

Markus Bischof, Designer

Innovation
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Configuration through addition.
Carcasses of equal width are positively joined and securely stacked 
on top of each other, thanks to the concave lid geometry and elastic 
corner brackets. By arranging elements side by side, various configu-
rations can be created.

Elements can be added vertically as well as horizontally and are 
turnable by 180°. The back of the cabinet can be equipped with 
magnetically adhering acoustic panels.

The cabinets can either be based on glides, seemingly hovering over 
the floor, or on a 4-leg frame, placed at a higher distance from the 
floor. Furthermore, the 4-leg frame is also available with magnetically 
adhering covers to conceal the actual frame or any electrification.

There are three different alternatives regarding the upper cover for 
cabinets in counter height: a very convenient, detachable steel tray, 
an aesthetically, soft-to-the-touch felt pad or an elegant, milled
linoleum inlay offering minimal visual edges.

System xitan.s
Perfectly combinable.

Acoustic panels

Cabinet based on glides, 
4-leg frame,
4-leg frame with cover.

Steel tray

Felt pad

Stackable

Linoleum inlay
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Steel tray

Form-fitting, elements 
turnable by 180°
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More space at the workplace.
xitan.s offers a lot of storage space while providing excellent accessi-
bility and can serve many different functions – either as an integrated 
component, assigned to specific workplaces or as a space-structuring 
element. 

Space advantage xitan.s
Good addition.
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Clarity xitan.s
Components for a new cabinet design.

Pure design. Free play of space.
Whether you require no fronts at all, hinged doors with a push-to-
open mechanism, sliding doors with embedded handles or tambour 
doors without visual ribs – all fronts of equal carcass size are identi-
cal right down to the last millimetre and are continuously enclosed 
by an extremely slim edge. Even when combining different elements 
with each other side by side or stacking elements of equal width on 
top of each other, the slim edge always shapes the homogeneous 
overall appearance by acting as an optic frame.

All steel surfaces are available in any RAL colour. 

All elements are lockable.

Hinged doors No fronts

Sliding doorsTambour doors

Modular basic elements in 
different heights and widths.

The basic elements are 
shown in folder heights  
(in mm). 
Depth 420 mm 5 OH

4 OH

3 OH

2 OH

1 OH

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

800

800

800

800

800

1200

1200

1200

1200

1200

1600

1600

1600

1600

Optionally available as wall shelf
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Design component and storage space at the same time.
xitan.s offers much more than just storage space. xitan.s structures 
large rooms, provides privacy by optically shielding areas and can 
be equipped with acoustic panels. A system offering a new view 
of office landscape.

Group winner xitan.s
Structures space.
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Always organised even on the inside.
It already starts with the visual appearance. The sophisticated design 
principle of the shelf supports conceals all series punching.

The highly durable and torsion-resistant shelves are continuously 
edged and characterised by an extremely slim front edge.

Apart from shelves, xitan.s can also be equipped with drawers,  
suspension filing frames, pendant rods, built-in coat racks, inclined 
shelves and catalogue flap doors. It can be retrofitted and adapted
as required.

Furthermore, xitan.s gives you the opportunity to bring power to 
where it is needed, as cables are simply led through the frame and 
carcass and laid inside or on top of the cabinet.

Order xitan.s
Provides order and function.

Concealed series punching

Magnetic frame cover

Cable management
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Predestined even for higher levels.Predestined even for higher levels.
xitan.s is a beautiful portrayal of a cabinet and an eye-catcher in any 
room. Not only in offices of any size, but also in any setting where the 
highest level of design and quality is demanded, for example in
executive offices, conference rooms, architectural practices, law firms 
or surgeries.

Top position xitan.s
Representative and expressive.



mauser 
einrichtungssysteme
GmbH & Co. KG
3 Western Close
Dover, Kent CT17 9DW

phone +44 [0] 1304 729972
mobil +44 [0] 7939118021
mobil +49 [0] 151 14806048
info@mauser-office.co.uk
www.mauser-moebel.de/en

mauser
einrichtungssysteme
is a member of the
VAUTH-SAGEL Group
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mauser-design  
by Markus Bischof


